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Robert Constable

1 Lecture Plan

1. Recursive types in OCaml, defining the list type

2. Examples with defined lists

3. Implementing lists as a recursive type

• intlist example – Kozen 2011 Lecture 4

• Polymorphic case – this lecture

• Note – this topic informs us about canonical expressions for lists

• Recursive types are a BIG IDEA

4. Polymorphic recursive types and defined lists

5. Implementing maps and folds – details of the “map reduce paradigm,”
Kozen 2011 Lecture 5. This is a GOOD IDEA and a “buzz word.”

2 Review, Overview, and Comments

We have seen how OCaml defines lists, both monomorphic (one type such
as int list) and polymorphic such as α lists. We have looked at recursive
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procedures, map, and fold on built-in lists. We saw questions about the
canonical form of list values.

We will now look at how lists, both monomorphic and polymorphic, can be
defined using more general recursive types. This will show us what the
canonical values are and how to implement the map and fold operations.

Recursive types are an example of a big idea in type theory. Some of the
“Big Ideas” in this course are close to Open Research Problems. This is the
case with recursive types. Later in the course we will look at some of the
deep mathematical problems that OCaml can avoid because it implements
partial types and does not attempt to guarantee totality.

One of the creative tensions in this course is between the need to introduce
a number of fundamental concepts in computer science and the need to
teach a particular programming language and use it to gain experience in
specifying, writing, and verifying very small “systems” in the sense of
organized code modules. The second goal requires that you write a lot of
lines of code (“locs”) and the first goal requires that you absorb several
new concepts (“cepts”). Our plan is to make these mutually reinforcing
goals with their own evaluation methods – programming assignments on
the one hand and exams on the other hand.

3 Reading and Sources

Almost all of the material for this lecture is from Professor Kozen’s notes
which were mentioned in Lecture 4. The material in this lecture is taken
almost entirely from Lectures 3,4, and 5 from 2011 spring.
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4 Implementing lists as a Recursive Type

When we implement lists as a recursive type, we can see what the right
canonical form is for list values. We discovered this form by using the
match function to decompose the list [1;2;3;4]. We found that it has the
internal structure 1::2::3::4::[ ]. We will see a variant of this structure
in the recursive implementation.

4.1 Implementing integer lists

type intlist = Nil | Cons of (int * intlist)

The type is recursive because it is defined in terms of itself. Notes, it uses
a disjoint union.

It is tempting to just “unwind” the definition.
intlist = int * (int * (int * Nil))

More systematically
intlist = Nil

intlist = int * Nil

intlist = int * (int * Nil)

intlist = int * (int * (int * Nil))
...

We can imagine intlist as the “limit” of this process. An element is any
element of one of these “unrollings,” e.g. elements are

Nil

(1, Nil)

(1, (2, Nil))

(1, (2, (3, Nil)))

etc.

! This is almost right, but we need the Cons constructor.
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If we introduced a new constant nil, these approximations are exactly
Lisp’s lists. The OCaml lists are actually:

Nil

Cons(1, Nil)

Cons(1, Cons(2, Nil))

Cons(1, Cons(2, Cons(3, Nil)))

This gives us insight to the “real” canonical values of the int list type.

We display them as [1;2;3;4] but the more basic canonical value is
4::[ ]

3::4::[ ]

2::3::4::[ ]

1::2::3::4::[ ]

We saw this “truth” from applying the match operator in Lecture 4.

Defining functions on intlist

length

let rec length (lst : intlist) : int =

match lst with

| Nil -> 0

| Cons (h, t) -> (length t) + 1

mth element

let rec mth_intlist (lst : intlist) (n : int) : _int_ =

match lst with

| Nil -> Msg "empty"

| Cons (h, t) -> if n = 1 then Int h

else mth_intlist t (n - 1)

type _int_ = Int of int | Msg of string
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5 Polymorphic Recursive Types

Here is code for implementing a version of polymorphic lists as a recursive
type.

# type ’a glist = Nil | Dcons of ’a * ’a glist ;;

type ’a glist = Nil | Dcons of ’a * ’a glist

# type ’a glist_or_msg = Val of ’a | Msg of string ;;

type ’a glist_or_msg = Val of ’a | Msg of string

# let rec mth_gen (lst : ’a glist) (n:int) : ’a glist_or_msg =

( if n <= 0 then Msg "out -of-bounds"

else ( match lst with

| Nil -> Msg "empty"

| Dcons (h, t) -> (if n = 1 then Val h

else mth_gen t (n - 1)) ) );;

val mth_gen : ’a glist -> int -> ’a glist_or_msg = <fun >

# mth_gen (Dcons (1.0, Dcons (2.0, Dcons (3.0, Nil )))) 2;;

- : float glist_or_msg = Val 2.

Here is a very interesting recursive type that we will discuss later. For fun
you might try to build some interesting values.

# type ’a rftype = Base of (’a -> ’a)

| Rfun of (’a rftype -> ’a rftype) ;;

type ’a rftype = Base of (’a -> ’a) | Rfun of (’a rftype ->

’a rftype)
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